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ALWAYS WASH
YOUR HANDS
1: Water
2: Add soap and rub,
scrub for at least 20 seconds
(Happy Birthday x2)
3: Rinse and dry!
This helps you get rid of germs and stay healthy!

BE KIND
Remember that when
we are stuck at home
and maybe feel scared,
we sometimes can get mean
with those around us, including
those we love.
Remind yourself to be kind with those around you!

CORONAVIRUS OR COVID-19
This is a new virus that can spread quickly. The
virus has impacted people all over the world.
When someone is sick with Coronavirus, they
may experience difficulty breathing, a fever, and
a cough. Just like when someone has the flu or a
cold, they may be sick for a little bit but usually
get better. If you or someone you love gets sick,
there are lots of helpers to take care of you!

D EEP BREATHING
When you start to feel afraid
or anxious, take three deep
breaths. If that does not help,
take a few more. Sometimes
it helps to take three deep
breaths to start your day in the
morning.

EAT SOMETHING HEALTHY
Fruits and vegetables are always important to eat! But did
you know eating healthy foods can help your body not get
sick? Continue to eat fruits and vegetables and other healthy
foods your parents give you to eat! AND just because you are
home from school does not mean it is time to eat whatever
you want. Make sure you listen to your parents about what and
when you get to eat!

F OCUS ON
SOMETHING POSITIVE
Sometimes when things are
scary or hard that is all we can
focus on. Even if you can only
think of one good or positive
thing, try to focus on that one
thing. Some ideas are how much your parents love you
or that you got to eat mac and cheese for lunch or how
much fun you are having with your brother or sister.

G ET CREATIVE WITH
YOUR TIME AT HOME
You are having to spend more time at home than normal right
now and that can be hard. Try to come up with creative things
to do at home. Some ideas include: make a fort, create a selfportrait, write letters to your grandparents who you cannot
visit right now, help your parents with making dinner, write a
song, or whatever comes to your mind! Use your imagination!

H ELPERS
There are so many people who are helping in so many ways right
now! Your parents are helping take care of you while you are at
home and cannot be in school. Your teachers are thinking about
you and making sure that you still get the work you need to do to
be successful. Grocery stores and other stores are staying open
to make sure people are able to get the things they need. Hospital
workers are helping kids just like you and adults like your parents
stay safe and get better every day. Who are some other helpers you
know about? How can you be a helper right now?

INCLUDE OTHERS ON WHAT
YOU ARE THINKING & FEELING
When we are scared or worried, sometimes we bottle it all up inside. Or you
may think that your parents have too much to do right now and will not have
the time to help you. It is very important for you to tell someone you trust
what you are thinking and feeling. Your parents love you and their job is to
keep you safe. You may also be feeling excited that you do not have to be in
school right now and that is okay too! One idea if you are feeling scared or
worried is to write down specific things and then sit down with your parents
to talk about your list and ways that they can help you.

J OKES
Jokes are a great way to stay positive and use your creativity! Below
are a few to get you started, but what are some others that you can
create?!
1: What do you call a dinosaur that is sleeping? A dino-snore
2: What did one volcano say to the other? I lava you!
3: Why can’t Elsa have a balloon? Because she will let it go.
4: What did the banana say to the dog? Nothing. Bananas can’t talk.

KEEP A GRATITUDE NOTEBOOK
Write down all the things that you are
grateful for in a notebook or a journal.
Be creative with it! You could write one
thing a day or you could write something every time
you are feeling thankful. This is a great way to focus on
positive things and it will be something you can look
back at to remember each time you felt thankful!

L EARN SOMETHING NEW
While you are stuck at home, it is a great time to
learn something new! There are tons of things online
that are being offered for free at zoos, libraries,
museums, and so on. Talk with your parents about
something cool you could watch to learn something
new or you may want to learn how to draw, sing, or
write a story! What ideas do you have? Have fun!

MASKS
You may be seeing lots of people wearing masks right now. You may
see people just out and about wearing masks, or, if you have to go to
the doctor or the hospital, you may see people wearing masks there.
Everyone who is wearing a mask is trying to keep themselves and
others safe. It is okay for you not to be wearing a mask though, don’t
worry! If you start to feel sick and have to go to the doctor, the doctor
may ask you to wear a mask. Be sure to ask your parents if you have
questions about people wearing masks.

N O SCHOOL
Right now most schools have closed. Some schools are
closed for a little bit while others have closed for the rest
of the year. Schools have closed to make sure that kids
are staying healthy and to make sure that all of the germs
at school get cleaned before you go back. Your teacher
may have sent you things to do to keep your brain working
strong. Don’t worry, eventually school will open again and
you will get to see all your friends!

OUTSIDE
Make sure you do not just sit in your house all day! Spending
time outside keeps your mind and emotions healthy by being in
the sun and breathing fresh air. Some ideas that are safe to do
outside right now include: going for a bike ride, going for a walk,
playing in the yard, and doing chalk art!
What other ideas do you have for things you could do outside?

P LAY A GAME
This is a super fun idea and
there are lots of different kinds
of games! You can play board
games, card games, video
games, and games outside!
There are games that you can play by yourself
and games you can play as a family.
What kinds of games do you like to play?

QUARANTINE
You may be hearing this word being said by people you know or
people on the TV. It is a big word that just means a period of time
during which a person needs to not be around other people because
they are sick or they have been around someone who has been sick.
Because the coronavirus is so new, people who have it or who have
been around someone with it are being asked to quarantine to keep
other people from catching the virus. If you have more questions
about this word, be sure to talk with your parents.

RESTAURANTS
In order to keep everyone safe, lots of restaurants
have closed. However, some places are still
serving food at the drive-thru window, delivering,
or bringing out to your car! It can be hard right
now to not be able to go eat at your favorite
restaurant but, just like your school, restaurants
will be able to open up again!

SOCIAL
DISTANCING
This is another phrase like quarantine you may be hearing
people say. Currently, we are being asked to stay at least 6 feet
away from other people which is about the height of a tall man.
Social distancing helps lower the chance of a person getting
sick. If you are at home with your family, you can be close to
them and still can get hugs from your parents. Be sure to talk to
your parents if you have more questions!

TOILET PAPER
You may be hearing that stores have run out of toilet paper
and that some people are not able to buy toilet paper
right now. This may seem weird or even scary. Stores are
working very hard to get things restocked, including toilet
paper. Be sure to only use as much toilet paper as you
actually need – this is a good idea even when you are not
low on toilet paper. Talk to your parents about the toilet
paper situation at your house!

UNPLUGGED FOR A DAY
Challenge yourself to go
a whole day without an
electronic device (exception is
if you need it to do school work). Find other
great activities to keep yourself occupied. This is a
really good way to keep your mind and emotions healthy!
What ideas do you have for your day unplugged?

VACATIONS CANCELED
You may be really sad
because you had a vacation
or other fun things like birthday
parties have now been canceled. Even though
this happened to keep you and other people safe, it is really
hard and it is okay to be sad. Be sure to talk to your parents
when you are feeling sad and find ways to still have fun
things to do while hanging out at home.

WRAP UP IN A BLANKET
WITH A GOOD BOOK OR
TO WATCH A MOVIE
Sometimes when we feel scared it helps
to wrap up in our favorite blanket and be
distracted by a book or a movie. This is also
just a fun thing to do even if you are not feeling
scared. What new book or movie could you dig
into during your time stuck at home?

EXPRESS YOUR EMOTIONS
Find creative ways to express
how you are feeling! You may
want to write in a journal, paint
a picture, or write a song. Make
sure you share your emotions
with an adult you trust.
What unique ways can you express your emotions?

YOU ARE IMPORTANT!
All of the changes of not
being able to go to school
and having to stay home are
happening to keep you healthy
and safe.
You are important and you matter!
Remember to keep being yourself during this time!

ZZZZZZZZZZZZZ...
Last but not least, be sure to
keep getting a good night’s
sleep. It might help to go to
bed at the normal time you go
to sleep for school even though
you are not in school right now. Good
sleep helps keep your body healthy and ready to fight off
germs so you do not get sick.
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